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smaller group that can commit all their time towards
generating resources and thus participating in GW2
War while the rest of the group focus on their own

personal goals. The amount of time this group would
spend using others resources would be small and
distributed over many hours and many days, with
the rest of the group focusing on other aspects of

their life. Thus, while the group needs to pay a small
amount of energy to the world of Tamriel, it still

generates a lot more resources than is sent to them.
I am currently on a PvP binge to get myself geared
up (switched from raiding to PvP lately), and I am in

a position where I would be willing to assist this
group, although obviously I would need time to

decide and I could not donate my own resources. I
plan on making a post today explaining my

reasoning, and once I do that I will also make the
offer to the group. In the meantime, why don't you

post in this thread to let me know who may be
interested. Cheers! ---------- Post added 2012-12-05
at 04:50 AM ---------- The intention is that the group

is based in Tamriel, so someone would need to
travel to the other side of the island to find them.

(The location is up to me and the group I am going
to organize.) Thoughts? Bobby_Adams 12-05-2012,
01:40 AM Hey there, will this change the gameplay
to have a group act as a town and have a city gate
with all the resources coming in from farmers, etc
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